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  03:25:37 Janet McIntyre: Hi Allena I will listen to your recording, best 
wishes Janet

  03:46:55 Janet McIntyre: Hello Alena , Tomas and John :)
  03:48:02 Allenna Leonard: Can you host mrs/
  03:55:08 Gregg Li: Morning everyone . Adjusting my zoom at the moment.
  04:01:25 Olaf Brugman: Good morning/afternoon/ evening all!
  04:03:02 George Mobus: Allenna: I have to leave about the top of the hour.
  04:03:42 Tomas @ Health n ST in Hong Kong SAR CHINA: Good Day! everyone
  04:06:36 Allenna Leonard: Message me in the chat if you need to leave 

early and I will call on you first.
  04:32:24 Fabiana Crespo: thamks Will
  04:40:16 Alexander Laszlo: George said he would have to leave early…
  04:41:13 Alexander Laszlo: Dennis ≠ Janet! (haha)
  04:42:56 George Mobus: SI^3Gs
  04:44:53 Chris Smerald: Thanks Alexander and Bill! You gave me a lot of 

energy. the SIG page has just two papers by Alexander. it would be great to have a 
few more links for a novice to read

  04:45:20 faisalkadri: I had the same thought as Dennis regarding 
spirituality as an aspect of living systems. Living systems include animals, Bill's 
classification conjured up a thought of animal spirituality! Sorry Bill..

  04:46:03 faisalkadri: From Faisal Kadri
  04:47:10 Alexander Laszlo: Very creative, George!!  Love it!
  04:49:42 Andreas H: Is Bill Smith's framework published somewhere? Any 

link? Thanks.
  04:54:01 Peter Tuddenham: yes www.odii.com
  04:54:30 Peter Tuddenham: and book the creative power on amazon
  04:58:15 Gary Smith: I've updated slide 17 with the 9 dimensions of 

power. Some interesting correlations that seem to make sense. 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1uUCAxw7GDIYhyCIfVNwDm17F1-p9iTae2YTVcAfLPJA/
edit?usp=sharing

  04:59:18 George Mobus: Sorry to have to leave. Will review the recording to
get the rest of the comments. Thanks Alexander and Bill

  05:00:35 Fabiana Crespo: me?
  05:00:54 John Jay Kineman: Alexander, assuming you will remain involved

I’d like to explore this idea I mentioned of two languages for emergence. We started
to explore it with Judith but I’d like to look at it again perhaps via Bill’s 
framework.

  05:01:04 Fabiana Crespo: the signal is weak
  05:01:13 Fabiana Crespo: here
  05:01:33 John Jay Kineman: RE: Living Systems. I don’t understand the 

comment about excluding spirituality. One thing that seems patently obvious is that 
living systems are capable of spirituality - we are the living proof. To deny that, 
or exclude it from our understanding of life is not even something I observe in the 
natural science community - not any more. I would never expect ISSS to even 
entertain the idea.

  05:02:17 Alexander Laszlo: Of course, John.  Together with Bill, of 
course.  It would be a delight to explore this are of complementarity and potential 
integration with you and Judith.



  05:07:10 Gary Smith: Got to go. Thanks all. See you again soon
  05:07:49 Tomas @ Health n ST in Hong Kong SAR CHINA: Welcome Risa ^o^
  05:10:34 Fabiana Crespo: Spirituality is not the opposite of Sig´s, all the 

contrary is COMPLEMENTARY and not separated!!! Hwhere from has to be integrantes: 
from WITHIN. It means that is from inside out how it works. But is esencial to 
change the way of thinking, should be unlimited. We can think multidimensional, 
infinite, hollographically way, We are mind.

  05:11:06 Fabiana Crespo: I will try with the cell phone
  05:14:41 Gregg Li: Sorry to see you go Fabiana.  Take care.
  05:14:45 Tomas @ Health n ST in Hong Kong SAR CHINA: thanks ^o^
  05:14:46 debhammond: I appreciate your perspective Fabiana
  05:14:53 Alexander Laszlo: Me too!
  05:15:05 James [Jamie] Rose: Fabiania -- Your presence will be missed!
  05:15:27 faisalkadri: hi Fabiana, to my mind spirituality is deeply 

individual, for group behaviour it seems irrelevant. Sorry to see u go..
  05:15:33 faisalkadri: faisal
  05:15:38 Rob Young: Fabiana - never say never! Spirituality is part of 

the systems answer too.
  05:17:06 Robert Johannson: Spirituality is life. The essential problem 

in spirituality is idolatry. We built things and then fall down and worship them. 
For us that generally refers to models, or systems, or great ideas. Then we 
sacrifice people to these idols. The prophets saw it as the lack of compassion the 
hardening of the heart.

  05:18:49 Peter Tuddenham: I need to leave to attend to family. I will 
stay connected to ensure the session continues as I am the zoom host

  05:19:16 Slava Maracha (Марача Вячеслав Геннадиевич): IMHO, spirituality 
is the necessary condition for any innovation community existence, evolution and 
development in systems integration perspective

  05:19:22 Janet McIntyre: Thank you Alexander hope that you will be keen to 
continue with ISSS and sorry that you do not continue with Bill? Keen to share the 
details of eco village portal :)

  05:19:27 Janet McIntyre: D
  05:20:37 Janet McIntyre: Re generation and thrivability is core :)
  05:26:48 Chris Smerald: the power grid?  lol
  05:28:26 John Jay Kineman: Sent to Fabiana:  I totally agree. This is 

essential in ISSS and the idea that it is not part of living systems, for example 
(see my earlier comment) is ludicrous. If we fashion ourselves as second cousins to 
19th century physics, we will be part of the dust that the mainstream leaves behind 
as they explore these questions, which have now become critical and compelling. The 
natural sciences are exploring it, and we are still following where they were 100 
years ago, and arguing about it. There are of course the deniers holding on the 
mechanical models - it is part of the equation. But I see many natural scientists 
engaged in the question of what is ‘more’ and even NSF beginning to support 
well-designed studies.

  05:32:11 John Jay Kineman: I can understand the view that we cannot 
base systems theory on spiritual impressions - we have to have more general 
grounding. But ISSS was founded to look for the general theory. So, if living 
systems are capable of spiritual emergence, which there is no question about, then 
general theory has to explain how it came about through evolution and in what form 



it occurs in nature such that it CAN appear in living systems. Otherwise we are 
adopting a model of immanent causation from outside of nature. The only option for 
systems science is to model how it comes from inside nature. That’s the missing 
explanation.

  05:34:03 Janet McIntyre: yes
  05:34:11 James [Jamie] Rose: If there were no humans -- with our 

interests and values .. would the universe be analyzed in the same "systems" 
identifications?     ~~~  I know the human pertinent aspects are relevant to "human 
thriving" .. but are humans the 'focal entities" of existence? ~~~  Is our 'bias' 
the best reference point of understanding -all- "systems"?  

  05:34:18 Allenna Leonard: One of the measures of requisite variety is 
n x n-1 which is another ’81’

  05:38:09 Alexander Laszlo: Russ Ackoff loved the work of Ambrose Bierce
and his «Devil’s Dictionary» definitions.  Here’s one for now (though I think we can
be perhaps a bit less pessimistic and, together with Bill, live into the hope … 
purposefully!): “PRESENT, n. That part of eternity dividing the domain of 
disappointment from the realm of hope.” 
― Ambrose Bierce, The Devil's Dictionary

  05:41:54 Slava Maracha (Марача Вячеслав Геннадиевич): Brilliantly!
  05:43:17 Alexander Laszlo: “Self-evident, adj. Evident to one's self 

and to nobody else.”
― Ambrose Bierce, The Devil's Dictionary

  05:43:23 Gregg Li: Time for me to go.  Thanks for the intro and 
facilitation Allen.  Good night everyone.

  05:44:03 Marc Pierson: Thank you Alexander and Bill. Bye.
  05:44:47 John Jay Kineman: with apologies, I have to go. Let’s keep up 

this conversation in the SIG!
  05:45:16 Alexander Laszlo: Thank you Silvia - yes, that’s the “purpose-

seeking” approach in appreciative systems inquiry!
  05:45:16 debhammond: Thank you Alexander, Bill and Allenna. I need to go
  05:46:55 Slava Maracha (Марача Вячеслав Геннадиевич): The perspective 

question for our SIG: what do we mean by "spirit of innovation"?
  05:46:59 John Jay Kineman: Yes - combination of abstract and material -

we can build on that, Dennis
  05:47:24 Rob Young: Thanks Allenna, Alexander, William, and Silvia. Have

a great weekend all.
  05:47:50 Alexander Laszlo: Nice challenge, Slava!
  05:49:05 Dennis's iPad: jonothan I agree with you for once!!
  05:49:20 James [Jamie] Rose: Sadly, high aspirational notions must 

confront "appreciators/influencers/controllers" which are intent on mysogeny, 
despotism and authoritarian  de-valuation of peer lives .. killing and destruction 
of competitors is -their- behavior options.  Arrogance of "existence' insead of 
mutual respect and interdependent support.

  05:54:49 Olaf Brugman: Thanks you all, I need to drop of.
  05:56:20 James [Jamie] Rose: My turn to bid adieu for today's gathering. 

Thank you Alexander and Bill! ...  and all who contributed.    Jamie Rose
  05:59:30 Alexander Laszlo: Sentience.
  06:01:18 Andreas H: Living, Existence, … (I suggest to not use in a 

scientific society too many words, that excludes nonbelievers or people who base 
their reflection of reality)



  06:02:11 Alexander Laszlo: Thrivable (though I still think Sentience is
more powerful).

  06:03:15 Andreas H: Good bye. Was a great conversation. Bye. [off]
  06:04:47 Slava Maracha (Марача Вячеслав Геннадиевич): May be, we need in 

the notion of Culture as a Spitituality of Human Being?
  06:06:53 Janet McIntyre: Goodnight everyone :) thankyou
  06:11:22 Fabiana Crespo: yes Im here
  06:13:34 Fabiana Crespo: Alexander, is a vibration!
  06:13:53 Fabiana Crespo: is a frquence of energy
  06:15:00 Fabiana Crespo: is the most powerful potential energy
  06:17:18 Fabiana Crespo: in-formed energy that with our mind and e-motions we

give life. We create reality with it. our owns, our community, humanity’s
  06:22:35 Risa Martyn: Alexander, I appreciate your question,  "What is the

system in focus?"
  06:22:46 Slava Maracha (Марача Вячеслав Геннадиевич): As for Karl Marx, I 

think, we should adopt a wider view on economics. There are three types: economics 
of distribution (like in former Communist countries), economics of exchange and 
"economics" of gift

  06:23:00 Risa Martyn: I hope we come back to it
  06:23:22 Slava Maracha (Марача Вячеслав Геннадиевич): Spirituality 

concerns the third one/


